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Abstract
The mobile wireless environment poses challenging fault-tolerant data management problems due to mobility of users, and limited bandwidth on the wireless link. Traditional faulttolerance schemes, therefore, cannot be directly applied to these systems. Mobile systems
are often subject to environmental conditions which can cause loss of communications or
data. Because of the consumer orientation of most mobile systems, run-time faults must be
corrected with minimal (if any) intervention from the user. The fault-tolerance capability
must therefore be self-contained.
Schemes for recovery upon a failure of a mobile host are presented here. This report
portrays the limitations of the mobile wireless environment, and its impact on recovery
protocols. To this e ect, extensions to existing traditional recovery schemes are presented
which suit the mobile environment. The performance of these schemes has been analyzed
to determine those environments where a particular recovery scheme is best suited. The
performance of the recovery schemes mainly depends on (i) the cost of wireless transmission,
(ii) the communication-mobility ratio of the user, and (iii) the failure rate of the mobile host.
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1 Introduction
A distributed system with mobile hosts is composed of a static backbone network and a wireless
network [4]. A host that can move while retaining its network connection is a mobile host. The
static network is comprised of the xed hosts and communication links between them. Some of
the xed hosts, called base stations, are augmented with a wireless interface, providing a gateway
for communication between the wireless network and the static network. Because of the limited
range of the wireless transceivers, a mobile host can communicate with a base station only within a
limited geographical region around it, referred to as a base station's cell. A mobile host can reside
in the cell of only one base station at any given time. Because of mobility, the mobile host, while
active, may cross the boundary between two cells. Thus, the task of forwarding data between the
static network and the mobile host must be transferred to the new cell's base station. This process,
known as hando , is transparent to the mobile user, thus maintaining end-to-end connectivity in
the dynamically recon gured network topology.
A mobile host may become unavailable due to (i) failure of the mobile host, (ii) disconnection of the mobile host, and (iii) wireless link failure. Disconnections [4] and the weak wireless
links [4] primarily delay the system response, whereas a host failure a ects the system state.
Strategies are developed in this report which tolerate failure of the mobile host. When a mobile
host fails, it results in a loss of its volatile state. The mobile host is assumed to be fail-stop [9],
i.e., the base station is able to detect the failure of the mobile host. One way to detect the failure
is to require that an active mobile host send an \I am alive" message at regular intervals of time
to the base station.
Traditional fault-tolerance schemes like checkpointing and message logging [6] would have
served the purpose, without any modi cation, if the mobile hosts restricted their movements
within one cell. But the mobile computing environment does not require a user to maintain a
xed position in the network and it allows almost unrestricted user mobility. Because of this
mobility, the users cross cells, and hando occurs. Thus, the abstraction of an `immobile stable
storage' cannot always be provided in mobile environments; the location of the `stable storage'
could change as the host moves. Secondly, and importantly, the traditional schemes do not consider
the disparity in the bandwidths of the static network and the wireless network.
The performance of the traditional recovery schemes primarily depended on the failure rate
of the host [5, 11, 12]. However, in a mobile environment, due to mobility of the hosts and the
limited bandwidth on the wireless links, parameters apart from the failure rate of the mobile host
also play a key role in determining the e ectiveness of a recovery scheme. We identify the tradeo
parameters for a recovery scheme in a mobile environment. We analyze the performance of the
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recovery schemes proposed in this report and [7]. We also determine those mobile environments
where a particular recovery scheme is best suited.
Other variations of the recovery schemes presented here are also plausible. Our main aim
is to present the limitations of the new mobile computing environment, and its e ects on recovery
protocols.
In summary, this report addresses the following:
1. How do we recover the execution without user intervention, when a mobile host fails ?
2. What are the trade-o s of the recovery schemes in a mobile environment ?
3. For a given environment, which recovery scheme is preferable ?
This report is organized as follows. Section 2 presents a review of related work. Section 3 presents
the recovery strategies. For sake of better understanding we also give a brief overview of the
strategies presented in [7]. Section 4 presents the performance analysis of the recovery strategies,
and conclusions are presented in Section 5.

2 Related Work
In the recent years, there has been a lot of work [4] dealing with mobility management, database
system issues, network protocols, disconnected operation and distributed algorithms for mobile
hosts. But, there is not much work on recovery protocols in a mobile environment.
Alagar et. al. [1], present schemes to tolerate base station failures. The main idea was to
replicate the information stored at a base station at several \secondary" base stations. Strategies
for selecting the secondary base stations were presented. These schemes can be easily integrated
with the recovery schemes presented in this report to provide a system that tolerates both base
station and mobile host failures.
Rangarajan et. al. [8], present a fault-tolerant protocol for location directory maintenance
in mobile networks. The protocol tolerates base station failures and host disconnections. Logical timestamps are used to distinguish between an old location information and a new location
information. The protocol also tolerates the corruption of these logical timestamps.
Acharya et. al. [2], identify the problems with checkpointing mobile distributed applications. They present an algorithm for recording global checkpoints for distributed applications
running on mobile hosts. In this report, however, we consider protocols to recover a mobile host
independent of other hosts in the system (even if the computation is distributed).
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In [7], we present preliminary discussion of recovery schemes for mobile systems. This
report builds on the work in [7] by presenting additional schemes, and analyzing all schemes to
determine their performance.

3 Base Station-Driven Recovery Strategies
This section presents two strategies for saving the state and three strategies for hando to achieve
fault-tolerance. The strategies for saving the state are similar to the traditional fault-tolerance
strategies. In this report, we focus our attention on schemes that can recover a faulty mobile host
independent of other mobile hosts (even when the computation is distributed). Future research
will deal with schemes that will be cheaper but will require more complex recovery.

3.1 State Saving
The state saving strategies presented in this report are based on the traditional checkpointing and
message logging techniques. In such strategies, the host periodically saves its state at a stable
storage. Thus, upon failure of the host, execution can be restarted from the last saved checkpoint.
A stable storage is necessary for saving the process checkpoint and the logs. However, a
mobile host's disk storage cannot be considered stable and is vulnerable to catastrophic failures.
Moreover, the mobile host can frequently be in a disconnected mode. In such cases, the stable
storage of the mobile host will not be accessible. Our algorithms use the storage available at the
\local" base station as the stable storage. The local base station is the base station in charge of
the cell in which the mobile host is currently residing. This implies that successive checkpoints of
a mobile host may be stored at di erent base stations.
As stated earlier, several hosts (including the mobile hosts) might be taking part in some
distributed application. Such applications require messages to be transferred between the hosts,
and might also require user inputs at the mobile hosts. While the user inputs may go directly to
the mobile host, the messages will rst reach the base station in charge of the cell in which the
mobile host currently resides. The base station then forwards the messages to the corresponding
mobile host. Likewise, all the messages sent by a mobile host, will be rst sent to its base station,
which will forward it to the destination host (static or mobile host).
Two strategies to save the process state will be discussed here [6]: (i) No Logging and (ii)
Logging. During the discussion of the state saving strategies, it is assumed that the host does not
move. In the next section we will deal with host mobility.
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 No Logging Approach (denoted as N ) : The state of the process can get altered either upon

receipt of a message from another host or upon an user input. The messages or inputs that modify
the state are called write1 events. In the No Logging approach, the state of the mobile host is
saved at the base station upon every write event on the mobile host data.
After a failure, when the mobile host restarts, the host sends a message to the base station,
which then transfers the latest state to the mobile host. The mobile host then loads the latest
state and continues from that point. (As stated earlier, it is assumed that the host does not move).
The cost of frequently sending state on the wireless link is a limiting factor for this scheme.
 Logging Approach (denoted as L) : This approach is similar to \pessimistic" logging [3]. In this
scheme a mobile host checkpoints its state periodically. To facilitate recovery, the write events that
take place in the interval between checkpoints are also logged. As de ned earlier, the messages
or inputs that modify the state of the mobile host are called write events. If a write message
is received from another host, the base station rst logs it and then forwards it to the mobile
host for execution. Likewise, upon an user input (write event), the mobile host rst forwards a
copy of the user input to the base station for logging. After logging, the base station sends an
acknowledgment back to the mobile host. The mobile host can process the input, while waiting
for the acknowledgment, but not send a response. Only upon receipt of the acknowledgment, the
mobile host sends its response.
The above procedure ensures that no messages or user inputs are lost due to a failure of
the mobile host. The logging of the write events continues till a new process checkpoint is backed
up at the base station. The base station then purges the log of the old write events.
After a failure, when the mobile host restarts, the host sends a message to the base station,
which then transfers the latest backed up process checkpoint of the host and the log of write events
to the mobile host. (We will later consider how recovery can be achieved when a host is mobile.)
The mobile host then loads the latest backed up process checkpoint and restarts executing by
replaying the write events from its logs, thus reaching the state before failure.

3.2 Hando
The two state saving strategies above are essentially identical to traditional fault-tolerance schemes.
But, for mobile systems, in addition to above we have to deal with hando process due to mobility
of users. What should happen when a mobile user moves to a new cell ?
Consider Figure 1 as an example. BSi denotes a base station, and mhi denotes a mobile
If semantics of the message is not known, in the worst case, we might have to assume that the state gets altered
upon receipt of every message or an user input.
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Figure 1: Hando in the middle of an execution
host. Here, mobile hosts mh1 and mh2 are executing a distributed algorithm. The mobile host
mh2 has saved its checkpoint and message log at BS 2. In the middle of the execution, mh2 moves
to the cell of BS3 and then to the cell of BS4. Hando occurs at the boundaries of BS2 and BS3,
and, BS3 and BS4. A failure of the mobile host mh2 occurs on reaching the cell of BS4. If mh2
had remained in the cell of BS2 the system would have recovered because the process checkpoint
and the logs are saved at BS2. But since no state saving took place at BS3 or BS4, and since BS4
does not know where the last checkpoint of mh2 is stored, the recovery procedure will now have to
determine the base station where the process checkpoint is saved. Thus, an additional overhead is
incurred and the execution is delayed. We tackle this problem by transferring during the hando
process some information regarding state of the mobile host. We propose three ways to transfer
this information during the hando process: (i) Pessimistic, (ii) Lazy, and (iii) Trickle.

3.2.1 Pessimistic Strategy (P )
When a mobile host moves from one cell to another, the process checkpoint is transferred to the
new cell's base station during hando . If logging strategy is being used, then in addition to the
checkpoint, the message log is also transferred to the new cell's base station. Upon receipt of the
process checkpoint and/or the log, the new cell's base station sends an acknowledgment to the
old base station. The old base station, on receiving the acknowledgment, deletes its copy of the
process checkpoint and the log, since the mobile host is no longer in its cell.
The disadvantage with this approach is that there will be heavy volume of data transfer
during each hando . This can potentially cause long disruptions during hando s. This can be
avoided if we use the Lazy or Trickle strategy, as explained in the next section.

3.2.2 Lazy Strategy (L)
With Lazy strategy, during hando , there is no transfer of process checkpoint and the log. Instead,
the Lazy strategy creates a linked list of base stations of the cells visited by the mobile host. The
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mobile host may be using either one of the state saving strategies (no logging or logging) described
earlier. If the mobile host is using the No Logging strategy, the process state is saved at the current
cell's base station after every write event. On the other hand, if Logging strategy is used, a log
of write events are maintained in addition to the last checkpoint of the mobile host at the base
station. Upon a hando , the new cell's base station just remembers the mobile host's last cell.
Thus, as a mobile host moves from cell to cell, the corresponding base stations e ectively form a
linked list. One such linked list needs to be maintained for each mobile host.
This strategy could lead to a problem if the process checkpoint and logs of the mobile host
may be unnecessarily saved at di erent base stations. To avoid this, upon taking a checkpoint at
a base station, a noti cation is sent to the last cell's base station to purge the process checkpoint
and logs of the mobile host, if present. If a checkpoint is not present, this base station forwards
the noti cation to predecessor base station in the linked list. This process continues, till a base
station with a old process checkpoint of the mobile host is encountered. All the base stations
receiving the noti cation purge any state associated with the particular mobile host.
The Lazy strategy saves a lot of network overhead during hando as compared to the
Pessimistic strategy. But the recovery is more complicated. Upon a failure, if the base station
does not have the process state, it gets the logs and the process checkpoint from the base stations
in the linked list. The base station then transfers the process checkpoint and the log of write
events to the mobile host. The host then loads the process checkpoint and replays the messages
from the logs to reach the state just before failure.

3.3 Trickle Strategy (T )
In the lazy strategy, the scattering of logs in di erent base stations increases as the mobility of the
host increases, potentially making recovery time-consuming. Moreover, a failure at any one base
station containing the log renders the whole state information useless.
To avoid this, we propose a trickle strategy. In this strategy, steps are taken to ensure that
the logs and the checkpoint are always at a nearby base station (which may not be the current
base station). In addition, care is taken so that the hando time is as low as the lazy strategy.
We make sure that the logs and the checkpoint corresponding to the mobile host are at
the \predecessor base station" of the current base station2. The predecessor base station is the
base station of the previous cell visited by the mobile host. Thus, assuming that neighboring base
stations are one hop from each other (on the static network), the checkpoint and the logs are
2

Variations of this scheme are possible where the checkpoint and logs are at bounded distance from current cell.
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always at most one hop from the current base station.
To achieve the above, during hando , a control message is sent to the predecessor base
station to transfer any checkpoint or logs corresponding to the mobile host. Similar, to lazy
strategy, the current base station also sends a control message to the new cell's base station
indicating the last cell location of the mobile host i.e. the current cell. Thus, the new cell's base
station just remembers the mobile host's last cell.
If a checkpoint is taken at the current base station, it sends a noti cation to the base station
that has the last checkpoint and logs to purge the process state of the mobile host. During recovery,
if the current base station does not have a checkpoint of the process, it gets the checkpoint and/or
the logs3 from the predecessor base station. The base station then transfers the checkpoint and/or
the log to the mobile host. The host then loads the checkpoint and replays the messages from the
logs to reach the state just before failure.

4 Performance Analysis
Let wireless network factor (denoted by ) be de ned as the ratio of the cost of transferring
a message over one hop of a wireless network to the cost of transferring the message over one
hop of a wired network. The cost is in terms of the network bandwidth usage. Higher the
value of , costlier is the wireless transmission relative to wired transmission. Typically, the user
mobility varies inversely with the available wireless network bandwidth. In Figure 2 we present
a classi cation of wireless networks based on the user mobility and available wireless network
bandwidth.
Type of Network

Bandwidth

Wireless Network
Factor (α)

Typical
Mobility

In-Building

> 1Mbps

Low

Pedestrian

Moderate

Pedestrian

Campus Area
(Packet Relay
Network)
Wide Area

> 64 Kbps

High

10-30 Kbps

Vehicular

Figure 2: A Classi cation of Wireless Networks
If No Logging strategy was used for state saving, the checkpoint will be transferred. On the other hand, if
Logging is used, the checkpoint and the log are transferred.
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4.1 Terms and Notations
We use the following terminology. Signi cance of some of the terms will be clearer later.
 The term operation may refer to one of (i) checkpointing, (ii) logging, (iii) hando , or (iv) recovery.
 Cost of an operation : It quanti es the network usage of the messages due to the operation.
  = Failure rate of the mobile host. We assume that the time interval between two failures
follows an exponential distribution with a mean of 1=.
  = Hando rate of the host. We assume that the time interval between two hando s follows
an exponential distribution with a mean of T = 1= units of time.
 The time interval between two consecutive write events is assumed to be xed and equal to 1= .
Write events comprise of user inputs and messages from other hosts. Since we are interested only
in the performance di erence of the di erent proposed schemes, this assumption will not a ect
the results signi cantly.
 r = Communication-mobility ratio, de ned as the expected number of write events per hando .
It is equal to =. For a xed , a small value of r implies high mobility and vice-versa.
  = Fraction of write events that are user inputs. If  is 1, then all the write events are user
inputs. This means that the application is not distributed in nature, and that the mobile host is
the only participant in this execution.
 Tc = Checkpoint interval, de ned as the time spent between two consecutive checkpoints executing the application. Tc is xed for all schemes under consideration. Speci cally, Tc is 1= for
no logging schemes.
 k = Number of write events per checkpoint. For the logging schemes, k = Tc. For the no
logging schemes, k is always equal to 1.
 = Wireless network factor. This is the ratio of the cost of transferring a message over one hop
of a wireless network to the cost of transferring the message over one hop of a wired network.
 Nc (t) = Number of checkpoints in t time units.
 Nl(t) = Number of messages logged in t time units.
 Cc = Average cost of transferring a checkpoint state over one hop of the wired network.
 Cl = Average cost of transferring an application message over one hop of the wired network.
 = Cl=Cc = Relative logging cost. It is the ratio of the cost of transferring an application
message to the cost of transferring a checkpoint state over one hop of the wired network.
 Cm = Average cost of transferring a control message over one hop of the wired network. The size
of a control message is assumed to be typically much less than the size of an application message.
  = Cm=Cc = Relative control message cost. It is the ratio of the cost of transferring a control
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message to the cost of transferring a checkpoint state over one hop of the wired network.
 Ch = Average cost of a hando operation. (to be evaluated later)
 Cr = Average cost of a recovery operation. (to be evaluated later)
 Ct = Average total cost per hando . It will be explained.

4.2 Modeling and Metrics
For convenience we name the interval between two hando s as hando interval. A hando interval
can be represented using a 3-state discrete Markov chain [10, 11] as presented in Figure 3.
Start

Handoff
without failure
0

1

A
failure

Handoff
after recovery
2

Figure 3: Markov Chain Representation
State 0 is the initial state when the hando interval starts. During the hando interval, the
host receives messages and/or user inputs (write events). Depending on the state saving scheme
the host either takes a checkpoint or logs the write events. A transition from state 0 to state 1
occurs if the hando interval is completed without a failure. If a failure occurs during the hando
interval, a transition is made from state 0 to state 2. After state 2 is entered, a transition occurs
to state 1 once the hando interval is completed. To simplify the analysis, we have assumed that
at most one failure occurs during a hando interval. This assumption does not a ect the results
signi cantly when the average hando interval is small compared to the mean time to failure. Our
assumption is analogous to that made in [12] for evaluating rollback recovery.
Figure 4 illustrates an example of the state transitions in a hando interval. Figure 4(a) is
a case when the hando interval is greater than a checkpoint interval. Thus, multiple checkpoint
operations take place within a hando interval. As seen in Figure 4(a), the initial state is state
0. A transition to state 2 takes place after a failure. State 2 begins with a recovery operation. A
subsequent transition to state 1 takes place after a hando operation. Figure 4(b) is a case when
the checkpoint interval is greater than a hando interval. Thus, multiple hando operations take
place within a checkpoint interval. State transitions are similar to the previous case.
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Figure 4: State Intervals
Each transition (a,b), from state a to state b in the Markov chain, has an associated transition probability Pab and a cost Cab. Cost Cab of a transition (a,b) is the expected total cost of
operations that take place during the time spent in state a before making the transition to state
b.
The transition probability P02 is the probability that a failure occurs within a hando
interval. Let tf be the time of failure, and th be the time of hando , then,

P02 = P (tf < th) =
Solving the above, we get,

Z 1Z 1

f

0

e

f e h d d
h f

P02 =  + 

The expected duration from the beginning of the checkpoint interval until the time when
the failure occurred, given that a failure occurs before the end of the checkpoint interval is,

Tcexp =

Z Tc
0

te t dt = 1 Tce T
1 e T
 1 e T
c

c

c

As stated earlier, Nc (t) and Nl(t) denotes the number of checkpoints and messages logged
in t time units respectively. Cost C01 of transition (0,1) is the expected total cost of operations
that take place during the time spent in state 0 before making the transition to state 1. C01 is as
follows : (Recall that T is the hando interval.)

C01 = ( Cc )  Nc(T ) + ( Cl)  Nl(T ) + Ch
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(1)

The performance metrics for the proposed schemes are :
 Hando Time : The hando time is the extra time required due to the transfer of state
information by the fault tolerance scheme during hando operation. It is basically the di erence
in the time duration of a hando operation with fault tolerance and the time duration of a hando
operation without fault tolerance.
 Recovery Cost : Upon a failure, this is the expected cost incurred by the recovery scheme to
recover the host to the state just before the failure.
 Total Cost : This is the expected cost incurred during a hando interval with and without
failure. The total cost is determined as follows :
Ct = C01 + P02Cr
(2)
The costs will depend on the state saving and hando scheme used. We denote the total cost
of a scheme that employs a combination of state saving scheme X (X 2 fN; Lg) and a hando
scheme Y (Y 2 fP; L; T g) as CtXY . For example, CtLP is the total cost of the scheme that uses a
combination of logging scheme for state saving and pessimistic scheme for hando s.
Now, we will derive the total cost, recovery cost and the hando time for each scheme. In
our analysis we assume that the cost of transmitting a message from one node to another depends
on the number of hops between the two nodes. We also assume that neighboring base stations are
at a distance of one network hop from each other.

4.3 No Logging - Pessimistic (NP) Scheme
A checkpoint operation takes place upon every write event. Thus upon every write event, the
process state is transferred over the wireless network to the base station incurring a cost of Cc
on average. There are r write events during a hando interval. Since there is no logging operation
involved, Nl(t) = 0; t  0. During a hando the last checkpoint is transferred to the new base
station, and in reply, an acknowledgement is sent. Thus, the cost of hando Ch = Cc + Cm.
Replacing Nc(T ) = r, Nl(T ) = 0, and Ch = Cc + Cm in Equation 1 we get,
C01 = (r + 1)Cc + Cm
During recovery, the process state will be present at the current base station. Therefore,
the recovery cost is the cost of transmitting a request message from the mobile host to the base
station and the cost of transmitting the state over one hop of the wireless link. Thus,
Cr = (Cm + Cc )
The total cost CtNP can be determined by replacing the above costs in Equation 2.
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4.4 No Logging - Lazy (NL) Scheme
The checkpoint and logging operations are similar to NP scheme in Section 4.3. However, upon
the rst checkpoint operation at the current base station, a control message is sent to the base
station that has the last checkpoint, requesting it to purge that checkpoint. Let that base station
be on average Nh hops from that current base station. (We will derive Nh below.) Thus, the
average cost of purging is NhCm. A hando operation includes setting a pointer at the current
base station and transfer of a control message between the current and the new base station. Since
setting a pointer does not involve any network usage, the cost of hando Ch is equal to the cost
Cm of transferring a control message between the two base stations.
Replacing Nc(T ) = r, Nl(T ) = 0, and Ch = Cm in Equation 1 we get,
C01 = r Cc + Nh Cm + Cm
Since a checkpoint operation takes place upon every write event, and the checkpoint is not
transferred to the new base station upon a hando , the location of the last checkpoint will depend
on the number of hando s since the last write event. As stated earlier, the cost of transmitting a
message from one node to another depends on the number of hops between the two nodes. The
upper bound on the number of hops traversed to transfer the last checkpoint to the current base
station will be the number of hando s between two write events (or in this case checkpoints). In
addition to this, the cost of transferring the process checkpoint over the wireless link is incurred {
Cc . The average number of hando operations completed since the last write event (or checkpoint
event) till the time of failure is Nh, where,

Nh = Tcexp

(3)

A cost is also incurred due to the request message from the mobile host for the checkpoint. The
cost is ( + Nh)Cm . Thus, an upper bound on the recovery cost is

Cr = (Nh + )(Cc + Cm)
We will use this Cr to evaluate CtNL. As this Cr estimated is an upper bound, CtNL
estimated here is somewhat pessimistic. The total cost CtNL can be determined by replacing
above costs in Equation 2.

4.5 No Logging - Trickle (NT) Scheme
The checkpoint and logging operations are same as for the NP and NL schemes described in
Sections 4.3 and 4.4. As in the NL scheme, the hando cost is the cost of transferring a control
12

message from the current to the new base station. In addition to this, a control message is sent
to the previous base station requesting it to transfer any state corresponding to the mobile host.
This ensures that the maximum number of hops traversed to transfer the state during recovery is
one. The cost of hando operation is thus the sum of the cost of transferring state over one hop
of wired network and the cost of sending two control messages. Thus, Ch = Cc + 2Cm. It should
be noted however, that the hando time is only determined by Cm for the transfer of a control
message between the current and the new base station. The time spent due to the transfer of state
is transparent to the user.
Upon the rst checkpoint operation at the current base station, a control message is sent
to the base station that has the last checkpoint, requesting it to purge that checkpoint. Let that
base station be on average Nh0 hops from the current base station. (We derive Nh0 below.) Thus,
the cost of purging is Nh0 Cm . Thus,

C01 = (r + 1)Cc + 2Cm + Nh0 Cm
As stated earlier, during recovery operation, the number of hops traversed to transfer state
is at most one. Thus,
Cr = (Nh0 + )(Cc + Cm) where,

Nh0 = 1(1 e

Tc ) + 0(e Tc ) = (1

e

Tc )

(4)

In the above equation, e T is the probability that the last checkpoint took place at the current
base station. The total cost CtNT can be determined by replacing the above costs in Equation 2.
c

4.6 Logging - Pessimistic (LP) Scheme
For this scheme, the state of the process will contain a checkpoint and a log of write events. The
message log will contain the write events that have been processed since the last checkpoint. The
logging cost will involve only those write events that have to traverse the wireless network to be
logged at the base station. Only the user inputs need to traverse the wireless network to be logged.
On the other hand write events received from other hosts in the network anyway come via the base
station, so they get logged rst and then forwarded to the mobile host. Thus no cost is incurred
due to logging of write events from other hosts. As stated earlier,  is the fraction of write events
that are user inputs. Thus, r is the number of user inputs between two hando s. This is also
the number of logging operations in a hando interval. For each logging operation there is a cost
for the acknowledgment message sent by the base station over the wireless network. The cost of
each acknowledgment message is Cm .
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The hando cost will now include the cost of transferring the state as well as the message
log, and the cost of transferring an acknowledgment. Let,  denote the average log size during
hando . Then, the average hando cost will be (Cl + Cc + Cm). Under the assumption of hando s
being a poisson process,  = k 2 1 . (Recall that k is the number of write events per checkpoint.)
Replacing Nc(T ) = kr , Nl(T ) = r, and Ch = (Cl + Cc + Cm) in Equation 1 we get,

C01 = ( kr ) Cc + r Cl + r Cm + (Cl + Cc + Cm)
During recovery, the checkpoint and the log are present at the current base station. Therefore, the recovery cost is the cost of transmitting a request message from the mobile host to the
base station and the cost of transmitting the checkpoint and log over one hop of the wireless
network. The expected size of the log at the time of failure is  0. For poisson failure arrivals,
 0 = k 2 1 . Therefore,
Cr = ( 0 Cl + Cc + Cm)
The total cost CtLP can be determined by replacing the above costs in Equation 2.

4.7 Logging - Lazy (LL) Scheme
The checkpoint and logging operations are same as for the LP scheme described in Section 4.6.
When a checkpoint takes place, the old checkpoint and logs at the di erent base stations are
purged o . As determined earlier in Section 4.4, purging cost is NhCm, and hando cost is Cm.

C01 = ( kr ) Cc + r Cl + r Cm + Nh Cm + Cm
As determined earlier, the expected number of write events completed till the time of failure
since the last checkpoint is  0 = k 2 1 (Section 4.6). This is distributed over di erent base stations.
The last checkpoint and the logs have to traverse on an average Nh (Equation 3) hops on the wired
network to reach the current base station, and an additional wireless hop to reach the mobile host.
A cost of (Nh + )Cm is also incurred due to the request message for the checkpoint and the
logs (same as for NL scheme). Therefore,

Cr = (Nh + )(Cc +  0Cl + Cm)
The total cost CtLL can be determined by replacing the above costs in Equation 2.
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4.8 Logging - Trickle (LT) Scheme
The checkpoint and logging operations are same as in LP and LL. The cost of hando operation
is thus the sum of the cost of sending two control messages (same as for NT scheme) and the cost
of transferring checkpoint and logs over one hop of wired network. Thus, Ch = Cl + Cc + 2Cm.
The cost of purging is Nh0 Cm (Section 4.5). Thus,
C01 = ( kr ) Cc + r Cl + r Cm + Cl + Cc + 2Cm + Nh0 Cm and,
Cr = (Nh0 + )( 0Cl + Cc + Cm)
The total cost CtLT can be determined by replacing the above costs in Equation 2.

4.9 Results
We normalize the above equations with respect to Cc . Recall that is the relative logging cost
and is equal to Cl=Cc . Thus, Cl = Cc. Recall that  is the relative control message cost and is
equal to Cm=Cc . We assume that Cm  Cc (which is the case in practice). We replace, Cc = 1,
Cl = , and Cm =  in the above equations and determine the hando time, recovery cost and the
total cost. The rate of writes is set to 1.
For our analysis, we assume that  = 0:5. (Recall that  is fraction of write events that are
user inputs.) This means that the write events comprise of equal percentage of user inputs and
messages from other hosts. For our analysis, we x the relative control message cost  = 10 4 .

4.9.1 Determination of Optimum Checkpoint Interval
An optimum checkpoint interval is required to be determined only for the logging schemes. Recall
that for a no logging scheme a checkpoint takes place upon every write event. However, for a
logging scheme a checkpoint takes place periodically every Tc units of time. Since, the rate of
writes is equal to 1, the number of write events per checkpoint (k) is equal to Tc. A \good"
value for k is to be chosen for the logging schemes. We de ne a good value of k to be the one
that o ers the minimum total cost. This value of k (say, koptLY for a logging scheme that uses
scheme Y for hando s { Y 2 fP; L; T g) is a function of the failure rate , relative logging cost ,
wireless network factor and communication-mobility ratio r. Let us consider the LL scheme as
an example. The value of koptLL for the LL scheme is obtained as a solution of,

@CtLL = 0 and @ 2CtLL < 0
@k
@ 2k
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Figure 5 illustrates the variation of koptLL with r and for failure rate  = 10 2 and relative
logging cost = 0:1. It can be noticed that koptLL increases as r and increase. For a given k,
as r increases, the number of checkpoints per hando increases. This increases the total cost. As
increases, the cost due to a checkpoint increases. Thus, to lower the total cost, k should also
increase. Therefore, as r and/or increases koptLL also increases.
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Figure 5: koptLL vs. r and :  = 10 2 , = 0:1 Figure 6: koptLL vs. and  : = 10, r = 0:1
Figure 6 illustrates the variation of the koptLL with relative logging cost and failure rate
 for communication-mobility ratio r = 0:1 and wireless network factor = 10. It can be noticed
that koptLL decreases as and  increases. As increases, cost of logging operation increases.
Thus, checkpoint interval size has to be reduced to decrease total cost. Therefore, koptLL decreases
as increases. As  increases, the probability of failure increases. Thereby, the fraction of
recovery cost in the total cost increases. The recovery cost for the logging schemes depends on the
average log size during failure. The average log size in turn depends on checkpoint interval size.
To decrease recovery cost, we need to reduce checkpoint interval size. Therefore, as  increases,
koptLL decreases.
Similar behavior was observed for the LP and LT schemes. We used k = koptLY for the
analysis of the logging scheme which uses scheme Y for hando s, where Y 2 fL; P; T g. We assume
that relative logging cost = 0:1. We vary to represent di erent classes of wireless networks.
We vary  to represent di erent failure rates. We vary the value of r to represent di erent user
mobility patterns. We will now illustrate the performance of each of the proposed schemes.
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4.9.2 Hando Time
Recall that the hando time is the extra time required due to the transfer of state information
by the fault tolerance scheme during hando operation. Let BW be the bandwidth of a link on
the wired network. Table 1 illustrates the hando cost and (hando time BW ) of the various
schemes. The pessimistic hando schemes incur a very high hando time compared to the lazy
and trickle hando schemes. This is because, in the lazy scheme, there is no state transfer during
hando . And in the trickle scheme, the state transfer is performed separately from the hando .
It can be noticed however, that for a given state saving scheme, the hando cost of the trickle
hando scheme is almost equal to the pessimistic hando scheme.
Scheme Hando Cost (Hando Time BW )
NP
1+
1+
NL


NT
1 + 2

LP
1+ +
1+ +
LL


LT
1 + 2 + 

Table 1: Hando Cost and (Hando Time BW )

4.9.3 Recovery Cost
In Figure 7, we plot the recovery cost for all the schemes for = 10, and  = 10 2 . Similar
behavior was observed for other values. The recovery cost of the logging schemes is more than
the no logging schemes. This is a well-known fact in the traditional fault tolerance schemes.
The recovery cost of the NP scheme is independent of communication-mobility ratio r. The NP
scheme incurs the lowest cost for all values of communication-mobility ratio r. This is because the
last checkpoint state is always present at the current base station. The recovery cost of the NT
scheme is a constant for low r (r < 1) and slightly more than the NP scheme. This is because the
last checkpoint of the host is always available one hop from the current base station. As stated
earlier, is xed for the analysis. For a xed , as  (i.e., mobility) decreases, r (= =) increases,
and the probability of the last checkpoint being available at the current base station increases.
Therefore, at high values of r (r > 1) the costs of NT and NP converge (refer Figure 7).
The recovery cost of the LP and the LT scheme is proportional to the size of the log before
failure. The size of the log depends on k. Since, k (= koptLP or koptLT ) increases with r, the
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recovery cost also increases. Similar to NP and NT schemes, at low values of r (r < 1), the
recovery cost of the LT scheme is slightly higher than LP scheme. However, at high values of r,
the costs of LP and LT schemes become similar (refer Figure 7).
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Figure 7: Recovery Cost :  = 10 2 , = 10
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For low values of r (r < 1), it can be noticed that the recovery cost of the lazy hando (LL
and NL) schemes are much larger than the pessimistic and the trickle hando schemes. This is
because the checkpoint state might not be at the current base station. Secondly, the log of write
events might be distributed at di erent base stations. Thus, the cost of recovery will include the
cost of transferring the checkpoint state and the log from the various base stations to the current
base station and then forwarding them to the mobile host over the wireless link. The LL scheme
incurs a very high recovery cost for low r. Lower the value of r, greater is the amount of scatter
of recovery information. As r increases, the possibility of a checkpoint operation taking place at
the current base station increases. Thus, the recovery cost decreases as r increases. However,
as r increases, k (= koptLL) also increases. Thus, after some value of r, the recovery cost starts
increasing. On the other hand, the recovery cost of the NL scheme continues to decrease as r
increases. At high values of r (r > 1), the cost of NL converges to NP and NT . Similarly, the
cost of LL scheme become similar to LP and LT (refer Figure 7).
As expected, at high values of r (i.e., low mobility), the recovery cost becomes almost
independent of the hando scheme used { the state saving scheme determining the recovery cost.

4.9.4 Total Cost
Figure 8 illustrates the variation of the total cost of various schemes with r for  = 10 2 and
= 10. The total cost comprises of the failure free cost and the recovery cost. The total cost
of the pessimistic hando scheme and trickle hando scheme are almost equal (NP  NT , and,
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LP  LT ). The lazy hando scheme incurs a much lower total cost at low values of r (r < 1). At
high values of r the total cost of the di erent hando schemes converge. However, the di erence
in the total costs of the logging and no logging schemes remain. The total cost of the no logging
scheme is higher than the logging scheme for all values of r. The LL scheme incurs the lowest
total cost for all r.
Figure 9 illustrates the variation of the total cost with r for  = 10 5 . Comparison of
Figure 8 and Figure 9 indicates that, for the same , as  decreases, the cost di erence between
the hando schemes for the logging state saving scheme increases. As the probability of failure
decreases, the lazy hando scheme becomes more justi ed. The total costs of the trickle and the
pessimistic hando schemes are almost always equal, and both are higher than the lazy scheme.
Figure 10 illustrates the variation of the total cost with r for = 500. The total cost
increases with . Comparison of Figure 8 and Figure 10 indicates that, for the same , as
increases, the cost di erence between the hando schemes reduces. Thus, the performance of a
scheme becomes more dependent on the state saving scheme used than the hando scheme.

4.9.5 Discussion
The hando time of the pessimistic hando schemes are very high and unacceptable for applications that require connection oriented services. During the hando period , there are no packets
sent or received by the mobile host. Thus, if the hando times are very high, the communication
protocols used for these connection oriented services might timeout during hando [4].
Some applications might require a very quick recovery, and some other application might
require a very low total cost to be incurred by the recovery schemes. Some hosts might be running
the application in a high failure rate environment, and some in a very low failure rate environment.
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As can be observed from the results, there is is no single recovery scheme that performs best (lowest
total cost, lowest recovery cost and lowest hando time) for all application environments.
We will now determine the environments where a particular recovery scheme is best suited.
We classify the environment into low failure rate and high failure rate environment. The summary
of the results are presented in Figure 11.
In a low failure rate environment, failures occur very infrequently. The primary goal of a
recovery scheme in such an environment is to incur low failure free cost. The LL scheme incurs
low failure free cost for all values of r. However, for high values, the di erence in the failure
free costs of the LL and LT scheme reduces. Since, the recovery time of the LT scheme is much
lower than LL scheme for low values of r, it is more preferable to choose LT for high values.
r

α

λ

Best Scheme

Low

LL

Low
Low

High

High

NT

High

All

LT

All

All

LL

Figure 11: Summary of Results
In a high failure rate environment, failures occur very frequently. The primary goal of a
recovery scheme is to incur low failure free cost and low recovery cost. For low r values, the
recovery cost of the LL and NL scheme is very high. Thus, we need to choose between NT or LT .
When is low, NT incurs a low failure free cost (slightly more than LT ), and provides a quicker
recovery than LT . However, when is high, LT becomes more preferable. For high r values, LL
is preferable over other schemes.

5 Conclusions
Mobile computing is rapidly becoming popular. The new mobile wireless environment presents
many challenges due to the mobile nature of the hosts and the limited bandwidth on the wireless
network. Presented in this report are recovery schemes for a mobile wireless environment. The
recovery schemes are a combination of a state saving strategy and a hando strategy. Two strategies for state saving, namely, (i) No Logging and (ii) Logging, and three strategies for hando ,
namely, (i) pessimistic, (ii) lazy, and (iii) trickle are discussed.
Our main goal here is to present the limitations of the new mobile computing environment,
and its e ects on recovery protocols. The trade-o parameters to evaluate the recovery scheme
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were identi ed. It was determined that in addition to the failure rate of the host, the performance
of a recovery scheme depended on the mobility of the hosts and the wireless bandwidth. We
analyzed the performance of the various recovery schemes proposed in this report and determined
those mobile environments where a particular recovery scheme is best suited.
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